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To gain knowledge on the latest
building materials and specify
those materials in my designs.
—Architect/Specifier
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mixed use

Mixed Use
Comes Of Age
Architects and
developers are
re-imagining
mixed-use ventures
to better meet
changing demands
and preferences.
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Designed by Form4 Architecture for
a tight urban parcel in Santa Clara,
CA, Oasis: Silicon Valley Technology
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Subscribers choose
their favorite
commercial.
construction products
in all categories.

2019 AHR Show, Jan.
12 to 16, 2019, Atlanta
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Throwing
Interiors To
The Wolves
Great Wolf Lodge
resort uses key
design elements
to enhance the
family vacation
destination
experience.

At Barnwood Restaurant, sophisticated dining is blended with a casual ambiance suitable for families of all ages. Guests enjoy
a more refined dining experience and a menu that boasts craft cuisine and cocktails. Distinctive architectural elements designed
by The McBride Company include a large stone-framed fireplace, a one-of-a-kind light fixture made from illuminated wine bottles
suspended from a custom steel frame, and a custom chalkboard map of Colorado that depicts where the local ingredients are
sourced. All photos courtesy of The McBride Company.

T

he McBride Company, a creative

Lantern Ceiling Warms Etihad Airways Lounge
Geometric design reflects shapes found in Arabian architecture
and delivers warm, diffused light to a JFK airport lounge.

concept and design firm based
in Manchester, VT, provided

the design for the expanded dining and
entertainment offerings at the new Great
Wolf Lodge resort in Colorado Springs,
CO. Great Wolf Lodge engaged the company, which specializes in unique hospitality and leisure destinations, to design
two brand concepts: Barnwood Restaurant, a farm-to-table dining option, and
the Great Wolf Adventure Park, an in-

W

hen guests enter the new Etihad Airways lounge

warm glow emanating from within. The concept featured trian-

door family-oriented entertainment cen-

at JFK International Airport in New York, they

gular-shaped metal ceiling panels installed in a faceted geometric

ter that houses several attractions, retail

find themselves in a private world of indulgence

pattern above the bar. To create the lantern visual, the panels

shopping, and food and beverage venues.

designed to be the ultimate expression of 21st century Arabian

would feature triangular-shaped perforations and translucent infill panels. The perforations would allow light to penetrate the

Great Wolf Lodge nearly a decade ago, it

space from fixtures behind the ceiling, and the translucent pan-

was great fun returning to create key ele-

image, which draws on the geometric shapes found throughout
the architecture of Abu Dhabi and its desert landscape.
“This was an opportunity for us to translate the two-dimenTop. A lantern-ceiling design vision was realized by installing triangular-shaped MetalWorks torsion-spring
ceiling panels in a faceted geometric pattern above
the bar.
Inset. The round metal panels around the high-hat
light fixtures were incorporated into the ceiling design
to give the fixtures a clean look.
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“Having provided design services to

modernism. As the national airline for the United Arab Emirates,
Etihad wanted the lounge to reflect the design of its new brand

els would filter the light to provide a lantern-like glow.

ments of the brand’s newest resort,” said

While the designers had a clear vision of what they wanted

Pat McBride, CEO of The McBride

the ceiling to look like, they needed a ceiling manufacturer that

Company. “We know that for family va-

sional Etihad brand into a three-dimensional built environment

could help bring the concept to life. The design team turned to

cation destinations to be truly successful,

and share a little bit of the culture of Abu Dhabi with the world,”

the You Inspire Solutions Center at Armstrong Ceiling Solu-

they need to cater to the parents as much

said Gensler, New York, design-team manager Matt Johnson.

tions, Lancaster, PA. The center is a free service to architects,

as they do to the children.”

designers, and contractors, designed to help turn one-of-a-kind
DESIGN VISION

ideas, such as the lantern ceiling, into reality.

Anchoring the design is the ceiling showcased above the bar.

After reviewing the initial drawings, the design team at Arm-

The vision Gensler designers had in mind for the ceiling called

strong Ceilings realized that the Armstrong MetalWorks tor-

for a modern interpretation of an antique Persian lantern with a

sion-spring ceiling system could be customized to create the de-

commercialarchitecturemagazine.com

This philosophy is evident throughout the Great Wolf facility as the complex includes elements intended to ap-

—Architect/Specifier

peal to all age groups.

continued on page 24
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Architectural fins of perforated
metal were incorporated
into the design to add shade
elements and create visual
appeal along the more
expansive sections of glass.

Look, Pattern, Skill
hen using expanded metal as an architectural feature on a
project such as SkySong 3—a LEED Silver-Certified building in Scottsdale, AZ—product pattern, translucency, and

installation skill mattered.
Butler Design Group, Phoenix, designer of SkySong 3, and other team
members knew the importance of each aspect when selecting expanded
metal as a featured component on the glass-clad, L-shaped office, research,
mixed-use building.
The 145,000-sq.-ft. building, completed at the end of 2014, is on the 43acre Arizona State Univ. Scottsdale Innovation Center campus. SkySong 4,
an adjacent reverse-image building is set to begin construction in 2015.
In keeping with the City of Scottsdale’s criteria, the team wanted a

building technology

2018 COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURE MEDIA PLANNER

Expanded metal provides
aesthetics and function for
mixed-use building.

W

Keeps me up to date with
new products and creative
use of products.

Converting two levels of former retail space to a wholesale co-location
data center required more than removing pizza ovens and clothing racks.
The demolition process took more than seven months.
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